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Introduction:  Orion, the Multi-Purpose Crew Ve-

hicle, is a key piece of the NASA human exploration 

architecture for beyond earth orbit (BEO). Lockheed 

Martin was awarded the contracts for the design, devel-

opment, test, and production for Orion up through the 

Exploration Mission 2 (EM-2). Lockheed Martin is also 

working on defining the cislunar Proving Ground mis-

sion architecture, in partnership with NASA. In addi-

tion, Lockheed Martin is exploring the definition of 

Mars missions as the horizon goal to provide input to 

the plans for human exploration of the solar system. A 

human mission to one of the two moons of Mars has 

been suggested as an easier precursor before a mission 

to land humans on Mars itself.  

Here we describe the Mars Base Camp architecture, 

which includes human exploration of both Martian 

moons and provides an opportunity for the crew to in-

teract with pre-staged robotic assets on Mars for the first 

mission to the Martian system [1] [2]. For later mis-

sions, the architecture includes a re-usable human 

lander for crewed sortie missions to the surface.  This 

study is a high-level assessment to identify architecture 

drivers and science opportunities.  

 

  
Fig 1. Phobos Sortie Mission Returning to Mars Base Camp 

in Martian Orbit. 

 

Key Tenets: There are some key tenets for this ar-

chitecture, including the assumptions that system redun-

dancy and a self-rescue capability is required. Also, the 

number of system developments is minimized, and the 

use of the already developed systems like the Space 

Launch System and Orion is maximized. To avoid sin-

gle events that could lead to the loss of crew, the archi-

tecture does not require rendezvous and docking at Mars 

of pre-staged elements.  To maximize science return, we 

assume that the astronauts are trained scientists. 

Mission Design: A key feature of this architecture 

is the comprehensive exploration of Mars from the ‘high 

ground’ of orbit and with sortie missions prior to selec-

tion of a location for long-term human presence.  The 

crew spends about a year in orbit at Mars. The ability to 

tele-operate robotic assets such as rovers and UAVs will 

allow selection of the optimum site, balancing resource 

availability, safety, local science, and accessibility.  Ad-

ditionally, sortie missions allow Mars samples to be an-

alyzed in the Mars Base Camp orbiting laboratory, in 

order to select the best samples for more detailed future 

exploration.  

 

 
Fig 2. Mars Base Camp Orbital Mission Science Elements. 

 

The initial mission’s 1-sol orbit was chosen to allow 

surface synchronized telerobotic operations while opti-

mizing the V split between the large transit configura-

tion, the smaller Phobos and Deimos sortie systems, and 

the robotic Mars ascent vehicle that delivers samples to 

Mars orbit for recovery by the Phobos sortie crew in the 

vicinity of Phobos. The selection of the possible Mars 

orbits for follow-on missions will be discussed, includ-

ing how that affects the different missions that can be 

performed.  

Laboratory Equipment: On the Mars Base Camp 

itself a preliminary allocation of 7.0 metric tons of sci-

ence equipment is dedicated to the Laboratory Module, 

along with 40 kW of electrical power. These allocations 

are intended to be a starting point for the discussions of 

science objectives, measurement types, instruments and 

support equipment, sample curation, external robotic el-
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ements, interfaces, operational concepts, and the identi-

fication of driving functional and performance require-

ments. 

Robotic Elements:  Operated from orbit with low 

latency, surface rovers and perhaps aerial drones will be 

able to scout potential exploration zones for desirability.  

Orbital measurements indicating subsurface water, for 

instance, can be verified in-situ with a rover.  This re-

connaissance of potential landing sites, at ultra-high res-

olution, can provide detailed site survey information to 

validate sortie landing safety and eventual settlement 

suitability.   

Cislunar Proving Ground: Since this architecture 

will be demonstrated in cislunar orbit before departure 

for Mars, there are opportunities to perform similar ob-

jectives from lunar orbit. The progression of Stepping 

Stones missions in cislunar space provides opportunities 

to develop and validate sample return and low gravity 

body mission elements, systems and protocols prior to 

their use at Mars.  

Conclusion: The results of this architecture study 

will reveal possibilities enabled by a crewed orbital base 

camp, and that collaborative human and robotic mis-

sions should be part of the vision for Mars exploration 

by 2050. 
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